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Executive Summary 
Nuclear South West (NSW) is the Industry led nuclear cluster for the South West of England that combines the vibrant nuclear sector with the essential elements to 

guarantee that the region capitalises on the multi-billion pound opportunities and drives up UK productivity. The cluster is anchored on the presence of a world-class 

knowledge base specialised in nuclear and major industrial primes, the new nuclear build and Hinkley Point and strategic defence assets in Plymouth and Bristol. The South 

West Nuclear Cluster is well advanced in creating the right institutions to bring together the sector and the place.  

The Government’s Green Paper ‘Building our Industrial Strategy’ is strongly aligned with the Cluster’s approach to promote and develop nuclear capability in the region; 

Cluster partners feel that, given the correct conditions, this national approach will be highly effective in driving growth across the whole country.   

NSW has developed key learning and programmes, which would be useful in tackling the UK’s overall productivity challenge. The SW England & SE Wales Science and 

Innovation Audit highlighted a competitive advantage in the nuclear sector. The challenge will be realising the opportunities in this high productivity sector.  

The Nuclear South West Strategy responds to the 10 pillars which underpin growth, demonstrating where there are secure activity / assets in place, areas that are 

currently being developed, and identifies gaps where a step change will lead to a significant global cluster.  

The SW Nuclear Sector is performing significantly well against several of the 5 recognised drivers of productivity; skills; innovation; enterprise; competitiveness and 

infrastructure, as described in this document. However, timely interventions will enable NSW to fully support UK growth aspirations, these include: 

SW assets / expertise Interventions to support Nuclear South West – a significant global Cluster  

Investing in science, research and innovation 

 SW Nuclear Hub (alliance of academia, industry and government 
to drive nuclear research, innovation and skills, built on the 
Bristol-Oxford Nuclear Research Centre) 

 SW and Wales Science and Innovation Audit demonstrates world 
class nuclear industrial expertise 

 Developing programmes / solutions to support supply chain 
challenges addressing technology readiness levels and 
commercialisation. 
 
 

 

 

 Focus on innovation – support activities that bring together industry, academia and the 
supply chain that help pull through new ideas, technologies and techniques into the nuclear 
sector, e.g. the ‘Nuclear Futures Open Innovation and Technology Centre’ (NUCLEATE), 
‘Innovus’ technology development programme. In so doing, drive up the safety and 
economic competitiveness of nuclear energy companies and projects across new build, life 
extension and decommissioning. 

 Support the development of accessible R&D infrastructure in the SW to complement the 
established expert skills base, e.g. through the National Nuclear Laboratory (NNL), National 
Nuclear Users Facility (NNUF), South West Nuclear Hub. 

 

Developing Skills 

 National College for Nuclear (SW Hub) under construction. 

 Higher level skills delivered in partnership with industry through 
the SW Nuclear Hub at Bristol – MSc Nuclear Science and 
Engineering, Nuclear Degree Apprenticeships. 

 

 On-going revenue and capital support for relevant projects, especially at early stages of 
development;  
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SW assets / expertise Interventions to support Nuclear South West – a significant global Cluster  

 Hinkley Point Training Agency developing innovative skills 
provision to support construction of HPC and other nuclear 
sector programmes. 

 EDF Energy Inspire Programme (raising profile of STEM) 

 Utilising nuclear & advanced engineering sector opportunities / 
alignment to proposed Institutes of Technology / driving up 
social mobility linked to opportunity areas. 

 Provide greater flexibility within existing Government skills funding streams and programmes 
to provide bespoke training for nuclear infrastructure projects (supporting the HPTA model) 
and pump-prime curriculum development for the National College for Nuclear 

 Create capacity to deliver more than 5,000 nuclear engineers to replace ageing workforce, 
and new defence sector roles to include re-skilling of adults already in employment;  

 Bring forward key nuclear / energy skills programmes including further phases of Berkeley 
Green; 

 Use educational policy) to support schools to encourage career paths in construction and 
engineering, leading to greater take up of apprenticeships and degree apprenticeships in 
sectors related to new build and other nuclear sector opportunities. The importance of STEM 
skills, business engagement in schools and the curriculum and ultimately reviewing the 
schools’ inspection and assessment regime to equally promote “vocational” as well as 
“academic” pathways post 16 with an emphasis on the school/business interface. Aligning 
this with the Institutes of Technology programme, with existing provision to provide clear 
skills pathways for all, seeking to improve social mobility and life-chances. 

 Ensure that incentives designed to encourage industry to invest in skill are available to the 
relevant nuclear training programmes demanded by industry, e.g. allow employers to spend 
Apprenticeship Levy on advanced training and education programmes offered by the 
National College for Nuclear and South West Nuclear Hub, ensure that unspent levy from the 
nuclear industry remains in the nuclear sector. 
 

  

Upgrading Infrastructure: 

 Local Growth Deal investments in M5 junction improvements, 
railway station upgrades, integrated housing strategy and 
superfast broadband connectivity;  

 Investment secured in a significant number of Enterprise Zones 
and Enterprise Areas within the region to support business 
growth, inward investment and industry clusters; 

 Expansion plans for other nuclear cluster assets, including the 
Somerset Energy & Innovation Centre;   

 Significant regional airport and sea port capacity.  
 

 

 Maintain the capacity and resilience of the SW stretch of the M5 and the key arterial routes 
from it; 

 Commit to the upgrade of the A303 / A358 / A30 corridor; 

 Upgrade rail links / franchise provision in the SW, specifically along the north south M5/ A38 
corridor;    

 Improve links to key ports (Devonport and Bristol) and Bristol Airport,; 

 Upgrade grid and gas capacity to allow for SME Nuclear supply chain growth and encourage 
further inward investment;  

 Ensure that broadband and mobile technology keeps apace. 
 

Supporting businesses to start and grow:  
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SW assets / expertise Interventions to support Nuclear South West – a significant global Cluster  

 Use of innovative, bespoke supply chain support programmes 
has resulted more than £400m of HPC contracts won by local 
SMEs to date; 

 Cross-LEP funded SME HPC business support programme 
secured for 3 years; 

 New build SME innovation and collaboration centre is now fully 
occupied, with further expansion planned.  
 

 A commitment is needed for longer term support programmes to be resourced to avoid 
future opportunities being missed, and for the ability of these programmes to be extended 
into other LEP areas, including improved localisation of national schemes i.e. Fit for Nuclear.  

 Support activities that bring industry and the supply chain together with research institutions 
and new SMEs in a supportive environment to develop and drive through new technologies 
and techniques into the nuclear sector, e.g. ‘NUCLEATE’ at the Bristol and Bath Science Park 
– part of the South West Nuclear Hub and connected to the ‘SetSquared’ technology 
business incubator. 

 Government recognition and engagement to further grow the SW’s innovation centres / EZ’s 
and other assets as components within an over-arching strategy for research, development 
and innovation in the nuclear sector in the South West. 

 

Improving Procurement: 

 NSW is a pathfinder for supporting a local supply chain to access 
NNB opportunities including successfully pairing FDIs with local 
suppliers through joint ventures.  

 

 Use the SW as a test area for the balanced score card approach. Government use of the 
Cluster’s innovatory approach in supporting large infrastructure projects to achieve 
maximum local supply chain content;  

 Open supply chain opportunities using UK Government spending, in particular MOD for 
Nuclear Defence programmes;  

 Improve link between DIT and BEIS’s Tier 1 and 2 engagement and regional activity, with 
improved showcasing of opportunities to smaller regional players;  
 

Encouraging Trade and Inward Investment: 
Trade: 

 Where possible, supporting SW-based companies and 
signposting to non-sector specific DIT regional delivery body and 
national team. 

 
Investment: 

 Nuclear South West Brand promoting the UK Government Invest 
in Great Britain brand; 

 International Cluster relationships developing (France / Finland, 
China and Japan); 

 Anglo French and Anglo Chinese JV’s supported;  

 Secure partnership with EDF Energy in place to jointly seek 
fulfilment of supply chain gaps;  

 
Trade: 

 Early / regular / positive key Brexit messages; 

 Dedicated DIT Nuclear Trade Advisor within NSW team;  

 Easy access Tradeshow Access Programme grants; 

 Joined-up nuclear trade / investment teams and strategy (inc with Clusters).  
Inward Investment: 

 Early / regular / positive key Brexit messages; 

 DIT support long-term activity equally across Clusters with a national proposition;  

 Collaborative national / Cluster FDI account management; 

 Record / support Joint Ventures as potential Investors; 

 Support NSW to maximise defence supply chain opportunities. 
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SW assets / expertise Interventions to support Nuclear South West – a significant global Cluster  

 Successfully collaborating with public / private sector 
stakeholders, across LEPs / LAs, to encourage long-term inward 
investment, where limited resources allow; 

 A NSW Inward Investment delivery plan and strategic approach; 

 Some national / international profile raising; 

 JV support mechanism; 

 Strong relationship with developers & Tier 1s; 

 In-depth local industry knowledge. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Delivering Affordable Energy and Clean Growth 

 NSW is well placed, due its advanced engineering capability, 
world class R&D and the most nuclear licensed sites, (Hinkley, 
Oldbury, Berkeley and Winfrith), to support the development of 
Small Modular Reactors (SMR’s); 

 The South West has considerable decommissioning expertise.  

 

 Government encourage SMR developers and the Catapults to utilise the SW advanced 
engineering strengths and expertise and strong links with key partners including EDF Energy 
and Rolls Royce, to demonstrate that globally exportable technologies can be home grown; 

 Fully utilise the opportunity of decommissioning to develop and enhance processes and 

techniques across the wider sector, using the South West as 1 of a national structure of 

decommissioning exemplars for the UK nuclear sector.  

 
 
 

Cultivating world leading sectors:  

 The NSW Cluster is the right institution to grow the SW Nuclear 
Sector into a global leader, with robust collaborative 
partnerships in place across the region; 

 Expertise in successfully delivering significant Government 
investment across the region for transport / housing / education 
and City Deals. 
 

 

 NSW to have a seat at the table of Nuclear Sector Deal negotiations, in recognition of its 
industry cluster strengths and expertise.  
 
 
 

Driving growth across the whole country: 

 NSW is a robust industry-led cluster covering the South West 
and South Wales; 

 

 Define a clear vision for the nuclear sector, including existing new build projects and future 
nuclear (Small Modular Reactors, Fusion), that industry and research organisations can align 
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SW assets / expertise Interventions to support Nuclear South West – a significant global Cluster  

 Developing hub and spoke provision and support from national 
Catapults and other R&D and industry-led initiatives. 

 

behind. Focus on technologies that have the potential to realise a step change in the 
economic competitiveness of nuclear energy and exploit the UK’s globally unique strengths 
in high temperature gas-cooled reactors. 

 Recognition that firm foundations are in place to support the nuclear sector, but accelerated 
targeted delivery is required if the £50Bn prize is to be achieved for the SW Economy. A 
Nuclear South West City Deal that supported the key areas of infrastructure / Skills & 
Innovation and supported SME’s to grow within the Nuclear Sector would ensure that the 
SW became a key driver of the UK’s industrial Strategy. 

 Formal recognition of the role of the South West in the Nuclear Sector, alongside 
complementary clusters in Cumbria, East of England and Yorkshire.  

 A named Minister to lead on related issues with industry and local partners 

Creating the right institutions to bring together sector and places 

 The industry-led Nuclear South West partnership is the right 
institution, creating the correct conditions for collaboration 
between:  

 Industry Primes – EDF Energy / Horizon / Babcock  

 Trade associations 

 Hinkley Strategic Development Forum 

 National College for Nuclear 

 South West Nuclear Hub  

 Hinkley Point Training Agency 

 Somerset University in development and Weston College 
and University College Weston 

 SGS College / Berkeley Green 

 Dorset Innovation Park 

 Oldbury  

 Greater potential to link with Abbeywood (MOD) 
 

 Ensure that the potential of the SW Nuclear offer is represented in a national Nuclear 
Strategic Plan – both within the activity of the NIC and the Nuclear Skills Strategy Working 
Group and unlocking potential via a Nuclear Sector Deal. 
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The Nuclear South West Ambition  - A globally significant pioneering nuclear cluster 

delivering productivity-led growth for the south west and UK 

 
The South West Nuclear Cluster in 2030…. 
Having implemented the NSW Industrial Strategy the south west of England has 

become a centre for excellence for the nuclear industry in the UK. Initially 

stimulated by the commitment to build the first new nuclear reactor in a 

generation at Hinkley Point.  

The Cluster has expanded to cover growing opportunities, which emerged from 

the defence sector at Plymouth and Bristol and Oldbury, South Gloucestershire. 

The area’s long term manufacturing and engineering strength linked to the 

aerospace sector serves as a successful springboard to help many businesses 

(mainly SMEs) to diversify into the nuclear industry supply chain.  

What started as one innovation centre located just outside Bridgwater has now 

expanded north and south along the M5 corridor, and includes an Enterprise Zone 

and Enterprise Areas. The Cluster is now home to numerous industry primes and 

an extensive range of SMEs which are supporting the sector.  Not only do those 

companies supply Hinkley but they are increasingly using this experience to 

successfully bid for other contracts across the UK’s new build and 

decommissioning programmes.  

The recent trade agreement with the US means many are now exploring 

opportunities to work in the US nuclear industry and this is expected to be a major 

source of growth in the decade to 2040.  

Growth of the south west nuclear business network has been enabled by a 

package of business support and strong leadership from private sector companies 

of all sizes. Other areas of the UK and the world regularly visit the south west to 

understand more about the NSW Cluster development. 

The strength of the business sector is underpinned by a world-class R&D 

innovation capability. The University of Bristol leads a consortium working on the 

Small/Medium Reactor prototype and discussions with Chinese partners show 

there is a significant export opportunity. The research base around Bristol has 

successfully worked with HEI partners across the SW and the wider UK and is fast 

becoming the “go to” place for expertise on innovation in the sector. National 

nuclear organisations have located here to access these latest research and 

development facilities and world class teaching.   

More broadly, the collaborative working of private and public sector partners 

coupled with an open-minded approach, has led to the south west being used by 

Government as a test bed for new (yet to be launched) national policies. The 

growth of the Cluster has had a major impact on business productivity in wage 

levels throughout the area, especially in Somerset, which had been historically 

weak in this context. The area works cooperatively with other parts of the UK as 

part of UK plc’s global offer to the nuclear industry. 

The centre of Bridgwater has been extensively redeveloped and it is now a 

thriving town enjoying excellent links to Bristol Airport and the rest of the UK. 

Taunton has also successfully used its new university to further work with 

businesses, adding value and complimenting the work of the National College for 

Nuclear. This was further rolled out with partners in Plymouth and developed a 
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bespoke skills development programme that helped create 7,500 jobs in the 

defence sector leading to a growing network of nuclear defence-focussed 

businesses. 

The HPC build has been completed to time and budget, with over 65% of its 

supply chain sourced from the SW and the UK, and 36% of its workforce recruited 

locally, which included the creation of more than 1,000 apprentices. This work 

with EDF and other partners has left a legacy of highly skilled people living in the 

south west, and has led to a rapid increase in the number of start-up businesses in 

the engineering sector. 

Overview of Nuclear South West 
 

 

Nuclear South West (NSW) is the nuclear cluster for the South West of 

England that combines the vibrant nuclear industry with the essential 

elements to guarantee that the region capitalises on the multi-billion pound 

opportunities and drives up UK productivity.  

The first new build nuclear reactors in a generation at Hinkley Point has 

provided the catalyst for the formation of the cluster, but also recognises the 

wider scale of activity within existing generation, decommissioning and 

defence.  

The South West has been fleet of foot to establish many first of a kind 

programmes of activity to ensure that the new nuclear build does deliver 

significant and sustainable economic transformation for the region.  

 

 

 

SAG – The Strategic Advisory Group of NSW, comprised of LEP’s / HEI’s / Business Support 

and Skills Providers. 
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Nuclear South West Delivering the UK’s Industrial Strategy  
 

Nuclear South West is building a globally significant nuclear cluster in the south west of England, a cluster which has a major role to play in delivering the UK Government’s 

ambition to establish a modern Industrial Strategy. It is the embodiment of the ambition of pillar ten of the ambition to ensure that the right institutions exist to bring 

together sectors and places.  

The south west has a series of strategic assets which form the bedrock of a nuclear strategy which will help future proof the economy post Brexit and improve economic 

growth by increasing productivity across the south west. Nuclear South West is a robust Industry led cluster that is positioned within a secure collaboration of Local 

Collaboration with Industry, supply chain, academia and skills 

providers together with Local Enterprise partnerships and Local 

Authorities has been the key to ensuring that the secure 

foundations are in place to build upon the extensive range of 

nuclear opportunities for now and the future.  

 

Four of the South West Local Enterprise Partnerships are 

collaborating within the Nuclear South West Cluster and are 

resourcing specific geographical nuclear sector assets as well as 

collaborating on skills, supply chain support and inward 

investment.  
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Enterprise Partnerships, Local Authorities, Academic institutions, Skills providers and business support agencies. Clusters increase productivity and operational efficiency. 

Clusters stimulate and enable innovation. Clusters facilitate commercialization and new business formation. These key ingredients are all evident.  

The extent and depth of the nuclear sector in the South West spans existing generation, new build, decommissioning and the defence sector. The strategic assets include: 

 Hinkley Point C – the UK’s first new build nuclear power station in a generation, the largest construction project in Europe.  

 The Devonport Dockyard and Naval Base encompassing facilities for highly specialised engineering work including the refuelling and defueling of nuclear submarines.  

With significant government investment to upgrade these facilities and ongoing support for the Royal Navy’s overall maintenance programme.  

 The proposed nuclear new-build at Oldbury in Gloucestershire 

 Globally significant industry: EDF Energy Generation, Magnox, Horizon Nuclear and NNB Genco are all located in SW 

 World-class innovation capability: The University of Bristol-led South West Nuclear Hub forms one element in an area of strength identified in the 2016 Science & 

Innovation Audit 

 A high skills base: the aerospace cluster around Bristol and the supply chains stretching throughout the south west means there is a globally significant advanced 

engineering capability throughout the SW 

 A strong industry-led partnership with a track record of delivery: the industrial primes, local authorities, LEPs, HE and FE partners work closely together and have 

successfully delivered the National College for Nuclear and Energy & Innovation Centre 

 An outstanding natural and cultural environment: from Bristol’s vibrant culture, to the stunning scenery across two National Parks, over 700 miles of coastline and 

more Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty than any other region of England, this is a significant asset to attract and retain high quality people 

 Research that has identified more than £50Bn of nuclear investment in the region over the next 2 decades.  

The sector’s scope is considerable and compliments the acknowledged strengths of the North West. Taken together the two regions have unparalleled opportunities to 

herald a nuclear industrial revolution for the UK.  

The sector needs to react quickly to ensure that the potential is realised and deliver the recommendations of both the Nuclear Industrial Council’s ‘Hutton Report’ and the 

National Nuclear Skills Strategy. The NSW Cluster has the components in place to do this.  

The BEIS sponsored Science and Innovation Audit for the South West and South Wales clearly articulated our key strengths and the depth of scientific research and 

expertise that exists within our world class HEI’s.  We are committed to maximising those.  

Making sure that our local communities and businesses, benefit from this sector is at the heart of the strategy. Improved social mobility leading to secure well paid 

employment is a given, as well as increasing the profitability of Small and Medium Enterprises; the rising tide of the sector will provide an uplift to all.  

Within this strategy we demonstrate how the NSW activity resonates with each of the 10 pillars, setting out the secure building blocks that are established, the activity 

that is in development, and examining where additional investment and interventions would accelerate activity to ensure that the 2030 vision is realised.  
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Research & Innovation  
Step Change required to 
achieve world-class cluster 
 

 Strong linkages with other national nuclear activity and programmes to support high productivity business growth in SW, e.g. 
NNL – Innovus, NAMRC & other advanced manufacturing catapults 

 On-going support for research and development post Euratom / H2020 programmes  

 Opportunity to attract R&D led inward investment to harness regional research capability 
 

 

In the pipeline / under 
development 
 

 Transformational supply chain challenges to bring more SMEs into the supply chain via commercialisation of technologies 
(UOB Nucleate Programme) 

 

Established   South West Nuclear Hub: University of Bristol / Oxford Nuclear Research Council  

 SW and Wales Science and Innovation Audit demonstrates world class nuclear industrial expertise 

 

 

  

Figure 1 – 

Showing the 

timeline of 

collaborative 

Nuclear R&D 

development 
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The 2016 Science & Innovation Audit articulated the SW’s Nuclear Strengths 

 Hinkley Point C (UK’s first in a generation nuclear new build) 

 Oldbury (proposed new build site) 

 South West Nuclear Hub (Bristol) and National College for Nuclear  

 Gloucestershire Science Park (Berkeley) 

 Huntspill Enterprise Zone (Bridgwater, Somerset) 

 Somerset Energy and Innovation Centre (Bridgwater, Somerset) 

 NUCLEATE – Nuclear Futures Open Innovation Technology Centre, Bristol (currently in bidding) 

 Strong professional services, engineering and consultancy capability and reputation with advanced, structural and civil engineering a particular strength. 

 Capabilities that cover a range of nuclear activities beyond new build – including life extension of existing reactors, decommissioning of retired Magnox and early 

research reactors, nuclear defence sector and effective solutions for the management of radioactive waste. 

 Large number of high precision manufacturing companies, and some specialist contract service providers (e.g. inspection and monitoring services). 

 A consortium of 7 regional Universities, brought together by the Bristol-Oxford Nuclear Research Centre to form the South West Nuclear Hub, with its physical base in 

Bristol. The Hub provides a strong and complementary industrial R&D capability along with teaching and training expertise. 

 Nuclear regulators: The Office for Nuclear Regulation (ONR, Cheltenham) and the Environment Agency (Bristol), National Nuclear Laboratory at Stonehouse (Glos)  

Strategic Approach 

Responding to Industrial Strategy Questions:  
What should be the priority areas for science, research and 
innovation investment? 
Which challenge areas should the Industrial Challenge Strategy 
Fund focus on to drive maximum economic impact?  
What else can the UK do to create an environment that supports 
the commercialisation of ideas?  
How can we best support the next generation of research leaders 
and entrepreneurs?  
How can we best support research and innovation strengths in 
local areas? 

In working with and responding to Industry needs our HEI’ and catapults including the National 
Composites Centre (NCC) are focussed on delivering technology readiness levels and addressing 
those demand signals that will continue to ensure that we retain and enhance competiveness. 
Therefore, investment is required within the region to ensure that our SME’s have access to R&D 
capabilities that will support them to develop new technologies and bring them forwards to 
commercialisation.  
 
There is massive potential for: 

 Growing the volume and diversity of nuclear energy research in SW – provision of space, 
facilities and nuclear ‘know-how’ to support regional companies 

 Developing new nuclear capability in the region - participation in new nuclear renaissance 
nationally and internationally 

 Creating spin outs and new SMEs 

 Attracting established companies from outside the nuclear sector 

 Enhancing growth in established companies  
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The Government can support us in this ambition by: 

 Developing hub and spoke models from the NAMRC and other national catapults, to provide 
local SME’s with accessible industrial R&D capabilities  

 Encourage closer working relationships / collaborations and SW bases for national nuclear 
organisations such as the National Nuclear Laboratory, and roll out innovation programmes 
and competitions to mirror the Innovus Programme.  

 Support the acceleration of bringing forward key nuclear research & innovation programmes 
including expansion of the SW Nuclear Hub (Nucleate) 
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Developing Skills    
Step Change required to 
achieve world-class cluster 
 

 Create capacity to deliver in excess 5,000 nuclear engineers by 2022 to support SW activity including nuclear defence and 
decommissioning.  

 Need for stronger technical / vocational curriculum at 14-19  

 Ongoing revenue and capital support for relevant projects, especially at early stages of development.  

In the pipeline / under 
development 
 

 HPTA as an innovative/ bespoke solution to support large infrastructure projects has the potential to be considered exemplar 
and rolled out to other regions. 

 Driving up social mobility and linking to Opportunity Areas  

 Utilising Institutes of Technology  
 

Established   National College for Nuclear 

 Hinkley Point Training Agency (HPTA): developing innovative skills provision to support construction of HPC 

 EDF Inspire Programme 
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Strategic Aims for delivering skills (responding to the National Nuclear Skills Strategy) 

Hinkley Point Training Agency - Innovative Approaches to upskilling local 

people to gain jobs on major projects.  

 

The National College for Nuclear will provide  

• Innovative collaboration between FE, HE and leading employers 

• World-class vocational pathway to the nuclear industry 

• Action to address key skills gaps 

• Nuclear-specific qualifications and training to meet employers’ needs 

• Clear line of sight to permanent employment and progression 

• Centre for innovation and research 

• Lean, agile and sustainable. 

 

 

 

 

Responding to Industrial Strategy Questions:  
What skills shortages do we have or expect to have, in particular 
sectors or local areas, and how can we link the skills needs of 
industry to skills provision by educational institutions in local 
areas? How can we enable and encourage people to retrain and 
upskill throughout their working lives, particularly in places where 
industries are changing or declining?   

Figure one demonstrates the skills demands for the nuclear sector for the next decade. A 
conservative estimate is that 19,000 new entrants will be required. There is a predicted shortage of 
7,500 nuclear engineers for the SW Nuclear Defence industry alone.  
The Hutton Nuclear Industrial Strategy highlights the skills gap, with the National Nuclear Skills 
Strategy Group having been established to respond to the challenge. The creation of the National 
College for Nuclear South West and North West Hubs are an essential tool to tackle this. The 
curriculum of the SW Hub envisages a pedagogical shift to teaching and learning that will 

• Seek and unlock potential through active discovery 

Driving the achievement of 
the objectives relating to 

employment of local people 
and Apprenticeships

Co-ordinating and developing 
the capacity, expertise and 
resources of the local and 
regional skills systems and 
acting as an interface with 
the national skills system

Improving efficiency by co-
ordinating skills provision 
and improving quality by 

providing an effective 
feedback mechanism

The HPTA will help meet the skills needs of the HPC project over the lifetime of the build through:

To be the voice of the skills need of the HPC project and its wider impact on the local, regional and 
national economy. The HPTA will help to maximise and co-ordinate available resources to meet 

demand through high quality responsive provision. It will help to lead to a lasting and sustainable 
legacy of skills progression and economic growth for the South West of England. 

To become a sustainable and transferable model that will provide the blueprint for meeting the skills 
needs and targets of future large scale infrastructure projects in Nuclear and beyond.

HPTA purpose

HPTA vision

HPTA ambition
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• Deliver project-led learning, delivering core competencies employers need, tailor-made to 
the demands of the role/workplace 

• Embed workplace behaviours and culture and be dynamic and responsive. 
Developing a modern curriculum that supports the practical application of skills will provide an 
innovative and flexible workforce. The NCfN will also provide a knowledge, research and 
innovation hub, International collaboration, accredited, employer-led, nuclear-specific 
programmes, Innovative, exciting vocational pathways at Levels 4 to 6 and working with employers 
and HEI’s will support a significant number of graduate apprentices.  
 
Figure three depicts the Hinkley Point Training Agency which has been created as a solution to 
providing skilled workers for the HPC project and to help EDF Energy fulfil their DCO commitment 
of 36% employed from the locality during the construction phase. The model will also support the 
creation of 1,000 apprenticeships. HPTA works alongside the HPC supply Chain and Jobs Service to 
ensure that employees (including apprentices) can develop with the project and change job roles 
during the construction phase, as well as moving to other construction opportunities. This 
innovative model has the potential to be replicated for other nuclear sector activity as well as large 
infrastructure projects. 
 
Both these models serve as a pathfinder in developing innovative responses to filling the UK skills 
gaps for the nuclear sector. To ensure maximum success it is essential that there is greater 
flexibility within existing Government funding streams and programmes to enhance and add value 
and lead to measurable outputs and outcomes.  
Utilising and combining assets and opportunities will provide secure solutions to the identified 
skills gaps and serve to fulfil demand. Raising aspiration among our young people and driving up 
social mobility must be a key outcome and both the NCfN and HPTA will support programmes 
emerging from the West Somerset Opportunity Area.  
 
Future workforce – There is a recognised need to change the climate in schools towards career 
paths in construction, engineering and logistics leading to greater interest and take up of 
apprenticeships and degree apprenticeships in sectors related to new build and other nuclear 
sector opportunities. The importance of STEM skills, business engagement in schools and the 
curriculum and ultimately the schools inspection and assessment regime to give parity to 
promoting “vocational” as well as “academic” pathways post 16 with an emphasis on the 
school/business interface.   
The Government can support us in this ambition by: 
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 Support the acceleration of bringing forward key technical nuclear / energy skills programmes 
i.e. further phases of Berkeley Green. 

 Supporting schools (in terms of educational policy) to encourage career paths in construction 
and engineering leading to greater take up of apprenticeships and degree apprenticeships in 
sectors related to new build and other nuclear sector opportunities. Aligning this with the 
Institutes of Technology programme with existing provision to provide clear skills pathways for 
all, seeking to improve social mobility and life-chances. 

 Allow greater flexibility of the use of ASB’s and other programmes to upskill adults already in 
employment.  

 
 

 
Upgrading Infrastructure  

Step Change required to 
achieve world-class cluster 
 

 Secure investment in infrastructure to underpin new nuclear productivity-led growth in the South West. Connectivity (including 5G) 
to rest of UK and internationally. To include grid and gas capacity.  

 Plymouth is recognised on the Strategic National Corridors as a designated port on the Trans-European Network.  

 Maintain the capacity and resilience of the SW stretch of the M5 and the key arterial routes from it, including the strategically vital 
link to Plymouth. The A38 must provide a high quality and resilient connection to the M5/M4 corridor which is of motorway 
equivalent quality (a ‘motorway quality’ link). This includes improving journey time reliability on the A38/M5/M4 corridors and on 
the second corridor to London and the south east via the A303/A358/A30 – links to availability of workforce / commuting, 
movement of goods and services for supply chain and connection to other strategic assets across the country. 

 Supporting demand-driven investment in road-rail-port interchanges will help meet demand for storage and distribution of freight 
as well as improving road junction capacity around the Dockyard and naval base. Investment is required to connect different modes 
to the national road and rail networks.  

 Major infrastructure project at naval base linked to docking areas etc – large scale build – links to shortages in skills in construction 
industry.  

 

In the pipeline / under 
development 
 

 Bringing forward the Huntspill Enterprise Zone and other complementary priority areas – including Junction 21 professional services 
EA, Bristol & Bath Science Park and Temple Quarter Enterprise Zone. 

 Phase 3 of the SEIC  

 Assuring fit for purpose housing to align with economic growth. 

Established   M5 Junction Improvements 

 Railway stations upgrades 
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 Integrated housing strategy 

 Superfast broadband connectivity 

 Ports and Airports 
 

 

 

 

 

Responding to Industrial Strategy Questions:  
How can local infrastructure needs be incorporated within 
national UK infrastructure policy most effectively? What further 
actions can we take to improve the performance of infrastructure 
towards international benchmarks? How can government work 
with industry to ensure we have the skills and supply chain 
needed to deliver strategic infrastructure in the UK? 

The construction of the new nuclear reactors at Hinkley Point is currently the largest infrastructure 
project within Europe, bigger than the 2012 Olympics, taking place at the end of a C class road in an 
intensely rural part of West Somerset.  Significant investments have been made in supporting the 
right conditions to support the project.  Getting this right and making sure we are ready has taken 
many years of preparation, and we have built upon the investments of the initial Hinkley Deal that 
we negotiated with Government and onwards via LGD 1 - 3. This has seen / will see investments 
secured in the SW for infrastructure improvements as listed above.  
Ensuring that the South West keeps pace with the rest of the UK in terms of modern infrastructure 
is paramount, to ensure that increased productivity levels are met. While our nuclear estates are 
largely located in peripheral areas of the SW geography, the eco-systems that support this are 
predominately located in our larger towns and cities. The scale of the opportunity offered to people 
and business must be underpinned by fit for purpose communications and connectivity across the 
widest spectrum.  The renaissance of the nuclear industrial sector also provides opportunities for 
significant regeneration of those towns and cities as they keep pace with demand.  
 
The Government can support us in this ambition by recognising our key strategic priorities to 
support the growth of the nuclear sector: 

 

ENTERPRISE ZONES   

The South West has a number of Enterprise Zones and EZ Areas that significantly demonstrate the economic potential of the nuclear sector as each 
adds secure clusters of professional and industry expertise and capabilities. These include the Huntspill Energy Park in Somerset, linked with the 
Exeter and East Devon Growth Point. Plymouth’s Oceans Gate that supports Nuclear Defence, Dorset Innovation Park on the site of the former 
Winfrith Atomic Centre and in the West of England the Temple Quarter EZ and 5 Enterprise Areas that include the Professional Services hub in North 
Somerset.   
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 Maintain the capacity and resilience of the SW stretch of the M5 and the key arterial routes 
from it. 

 Commitment to the upgrade of the A303 / A358 

 Upgrade of rail links / franchise provision the SW, specifically along the north south M5 
corridor.    

 Improve links to key ports and airports. 

 Upgrade grid and gas capacity to allow for SME Nuclear supply chain to grow and encourage 
further inward investment.  

 Ensure that broadband and mobile technology keeps pace. 
 

 

 
Support Businesses to start and grow  

Step Change required to 
achieve world-class cluster 
 

 Encourage increased and sustainable nuclear business start-ups by establishing enterprise programmes and competitions.  

 Utilisation of innovative business support for specific civil and defence nuclear activity 
 

In the pipeline / under 
development 
 

 Revenue funding secured for first 3 years support of the 10 year NNB project. 

 Limited outreach from NAMRC (Fit for Nuclear Programme)  
 

Established   Somerset Energy & Innovation Centre: operational & expanding, , Hive @ 21EA, Future space etc 

 Supply chain development programme to help SMEs access the opportunities  
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The Somerset Energy Innovation Centre is a hub for ambitious 
businesses seeking to collaborate and exploit opportunities in 
the low carbon and nuclear energy sectors. 

It offers unrivalled business support and low carbon supply 
chain expertise to identify live opportunities and develop our 
tenant’s capability to secure new contracts and supply the 
growing sector. 
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Strategic Aims for Business Support  

Responding to Industrial Strategy Questions:  
What are the barriers faced by those businesses that have the 
potential to scale-up and achieve greater growth, and how can we 
address these barriers? Where are the outstanding examples of 
business networks for fast growing firms which we could learn 
from or spread? 

Hinkley Supply Chain Programme – Figure One demonstrates how the bespoke supply chain 
programme interfaces with the project / Contractors and SME’s. Our experience of working 
with the Hinkley Point Project together with the EDF supply chain to date has demonstrated 
to key stakeholders the importance of early engagement with Contractors and the provision 
of local solutions to provide bespoke business support. The Somerset Chamber of Commerce 
working with other partners and Tier 1 Contractors have supported local businesses to win 
more than £400M worth of contracts. The service has demonstrated the ability to scale up, 
and has broadened out its remit from focussing specifically on supporting Somerset based 
SME’s to those located across the whole of the South West. A consortium led by SWMAS Ltd. 
working with the Somerset Chamber of Commerce and Business West has successfully 
tendered for a 3 year £1M programme funded by the HoTSW and WoE LEP’s and operating 
under the Nuclear SW umbrella. The contract provides flexibility to broaden support to other 
areas of the nuclear sector, including defence, locally and nationally, as well as encompass 
other funders from the South West and South Wales. 
However, we need to further maximise the engagement of our own SMEs in the nuclear 
supply chain if we are to capture the economic return from nuclear new build and re-establish 
UK strength in nuclear.  Support is needed to help SMEs plan for and exploit market 
opportunities and to meet the standards required by the industry. We require a commitment 
for longer term programmes to be resourced to avoid future opportunities being missed, and 
for the ability of these programmes to be extended into other LEP areas.  
 
Somerset Energy & Innovation Centre – Collaboration is the key to local growth 
opportunities, as can be demonstrated across all the initiatives that have been implemented 
to date. The SEIC that the Local Authority (SCC) with the LEP has invested in is an exemplar 
project in this field. The building (which after only 12 months of operation is already out-
growing its existing footprint) brings the HPC project together with induction / skills / business 
support / business collaboration / business joint ventures / training and is instrumental in 
maximizing local economic impact. While the NNB is its current focus – it is proving reactive 
and proactive to supporting the wider NSW Cluster opportunities. Linking this to the other key 
R&D assets in the area. We need Government recognition and engagement with these as part 
of a strategy for research, development an innovation in the nuclear sector in the South West. 
 
The Government can support businesses to start and grow by: 
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 Making a commitment for longer term support programmes to be resourced to avoid 
future opportunities being missed, and for the ability of these programmes to be 
extended into other LEP areas, including improved localisation of national schemes i.e. Fit 
for Nuclear.  

 Support the acceleration of bringing forward key nuclear business support and incubation 

and commercialisation of technology programmes including the UOB Nucleate Project. 

 Recognition and engagement to further grow the SW innovation centres / EZ’s and other 
assets as components within an over-arching strategy for research, development and 
innovation in the nuclear sector in the South West. 
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Improving Procurement  
Step Change required to 
achieve world-class cluster 
 

 Develop large-scale prime-led supply chain opportunities for SMEs:  challenge funding 

 Utilise SW Expertise within the Defence supply chain (Abbeywood) to strengthen alignment between national and local 
procurement.  

 Increased integration of national procurement and account management with NSIP based / location based offer, with close 
working between DIT, BEIS and Local Partner Agencies / Business Clusters. 

 

In the pipeline / under 
development 
 

 
 

Established  Bespoke supply chain support in place to bring more locally based/ UK SMEs into the nuclear supply chain 
 

 

Strategic Approach 

Responding to Industrial Strategy Questions:  Are there further 
steps that the Government can take to support innovation through 
public procurement? What further steps can be taken to use 
public procurement to drive the industrial strategy in areas where 
government is the main client, such as healthcare and defence? Do 
we have the right institutions and policies in place in these sectors 
to exploit government’s purchasing power to drive economic 
growth? 

Nuclear South West welcomed the Government’s intent at the time of giving the go-ahead 
to the construction of HPC to ensure that all future NNB’s have a significant level of UK 
supply chain content. Despite this not being a contractual obligation for EDF Energy, there 
has been very positive engagement with the Developer and its Contractors to ensure that a 
local (South West) and national (UK) supply chain is established.  
The Hinkley Supply Chain Team (Somerset Chamber of Trade, SWMAS Ltd and Business 
West) has an established role in co-chairing the HPC Industrial Partners Steering Group and 
facilitating the HPC NNB and the Tier 1’s in the release of vital procurement information 
which is then used in the early engagement of local suppliers and supplier consortia. 
In recognition that the NNB developers are all foreign owned companies, much effort has 
been taken via our Inward Investment activity to pursue Joint Ventures where possible – 
matching foreign owned companies with local suppliers and encouraging relocation to 
local geographies. The Somerset Energy Innovation Centre and our EZ estate compliments 
this ambition. 
The South West is the pathfinder in supporting a local supply chain for the first NNB – and 
as articulated elsewhere, has implemented FOK activity that can be replicated in other 
parts of the UK and across other nuclear specialisms. The UK is a global leader in terms of 
nuclear regulatory services (Office for Nuclear Regulation) and having an office of the ONR 
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based within the NSW geography is another key determining factor in attracting FDI to 
want to collaborate with indigenous businesses.  
 
The Government can support excellence in delivery of procurement by: 

 Utilising the SW as a test area for the balanced score card approach.  

 Government use of the NSW innovatory approach in supporting large infrastructure 
projects to achieve local supply chain content.  

 Expand the opportunity to open up supply chain opportunities on UK Government 
spend, in particular MOD for Nuclear Defence programmes. 

 Stronger alignment between national / local procurement and supply chain matching 
(improved join-up between DIT and BEIS)  

 Implement Industry led Challenge funding.  
 

 

Encouraging Trade and Inward Investment  
Step Change required to 
achieve world-class cluster 
 

 Steps to increase company confidence post-BREXIT inc Euroatom withdrawal.  

 Dedicated SW Nuclear International Trade Advisor and TAP grants. 

 DIT supporting long-term inward investment activity.  

 National demand study engagement and share resulting gaps to target inward investment. 

 Share FDI SW A & B account management headlines and collaborate on C and D acts.  

 Recognise JVs as potential Inward Investors. 

 Support with international / national Cluster profile raising. 

 National Proposition and collaborative Nuclear Inward Investment Strategy 

 Support NSW to maximise defence supply chain opportunities 

 Develop industry ambassador’s programme. 

In the pipeline / under 
development 
 

 Targeted marketing for key nuclear inward investors. 

 Understand and maximise defence supply-chain opportunities 

 Further campaign activity 
 

Established   No-wrong-door’ investor approach. 

 Dedicated support for new and growing investors. 

 Raising overseas profile. 

 JV support mechanism. 
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 Creation of NSW Brand  

 

 

 

Strategic Approach 

Responding to Industrial Strategy Questions:  What can the 
Government do to improve our support for firms wanting to start 
exporting? What can the Government do to improve support for 
firms in increasing their exports? What can we learn from other 
countries to improve our support for inward investment and how 
we measure its success? Should we put more emphasis on 
measuring the impact of Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) on 
growth? 

Research undertaken by NSW informs us that over £50 billion of nuclear capital investment 
will benefit companies located in the South West in the next 20-years. This brings 
unprecedented trade and investment opportunities, which if supported effectively, will 
secure the long-term growth and productivity of the industry cluster. 
NSW partners have combined nuclear inward investment resources for a further 3-years, 
and contract with industry experts to support this activity. Activity includes: 
Attracting new investment: To fill gaps in the supply chain, attract capital investment and 
new job creation, and achieve ‘productivity spill-overs’ using innovative investors to 
strengthen local R&D capability and workforce. This includes targeted marketing to relevant 
potential investors and building on existing reciprocal international cluster relationships. 
NSW would support creation of a national nuclear inward investment strategy and 
proposition. 
Approach to safeguarding / growth: Account managing 50 strategically important nuclear 
companies (including JV partners) to encourage long-term investment and growth, including 
promoting trade opportunities. 
Trade: Using industry Ambassadors and innovative exporting companies to promote inward 
investment and promoting exporting with account management. 
 
Nuclear South West inward investment potential would increase significantly, and add to 
the overall UK attractiveness for overseas nuclear trade and investment if the following 
activity was supported: 
Trade: 

 Early / regular / positive key Brexit messages. 

 Dedicated DIT Nuclear Trade Advisor within NSW team.  

 Easy access Tradeshow Access Programme grants. 

 Joined-up nuclear trade / investment teams and strategy (inc with Clusters).  
Inward Investment: 

 Early / regular / positive key Brexit messages. 
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 DIT support long-term activity equally across Clusters with a national proposition.  

 Collaborative national / Cluster  FDI account. 

 Record / support JVs as potential Investors. 

 Support NSW to maximise defence supply chain opportunities. 
 

 

Delivering affordable energy and clean growth  
Step Change required to 
achieve world-class cluster 
 

 Use the SW cluster to realise the potential to develop an SMR prototype 

 Fully utilising the opportunity of decommissioning to develop and enhance processes and techniques across the wider sector, 

using the South West as one of a national structure of decommissioning exemplars for the UK nuclear sector.  

 

In the pipeline / under 
development 
 

 Advanced engineering cluster + nuclear new build = opportunities in other clean energy development 

 Licensed sites and manufacturing R&D capability for SMR development & construction 
 

Established   HPC: UK’s first nuclear new build. Early adopter advantage and learning to support successor NNB projects. 
 

 

Strategic Approach 

Responding to Industrial Strategy Questions:   How can we move 
towards a position in which energy is supplied by competitive 
markets without the requirement for on-going subsidy? How can 
the Government, business and researchers work together to 
develop the competitive opportunities from innovation in energy 
and our existing industrial strengths?  

By 2030 a significant proportion of the UK’s older power stations are expected to close, 
including all but one of the UK’s existing nuclear power stations. Investments need to be 
made now to ensure that we have enough low-carbon electricity from 2030 onwards. It is 
clear that we need to replace this lost generating capacity with reliable new low-carbon 
sources if Britain is to secure its energy future and meet its legally binding emissions 
targets. The Committee on Climate Change recommends a reduction in CO2 intensity of 
electricity generation of over 80% by 2030. New nuclear power is a vital part of the future 
energy mix. Nuclear provides reliable low-carbon power that can underpin the energy 
system. Electricity is produced when it is needed, day, night, summer and winter. It is the 
only low-carbon option for providing baseload power, and will work alongside gas and 
renewables, as well as future technologies. Hinkley Point C will be the first nuclear power 
station to be built in the UK for more than 20 years. It will have the capacity to generate 
safe, reliable, low-carbon electricity, enough to power around 6 million homes for its 
anticipated lifespan of 60 years. However, we recognise that currently large scale nuclear 
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power plants comes at a cost to Government and the Energy consumers, and other 
affordable clean energy solutions are required.  
 
NSW is well placed due its advanced engineering capability, world class research and 
development together with a number of nuclear licensed sites at Hinkley / Oldbury  / 
Berkeley and Winfrith to support the development of Small Modular Reactors (SMR’s) Our 
request of Government would be to support this by encouraging SMR developers and the 
catapults to utilise our engineering strengths and expertise (together with our strong links 
with well-established partners  such as EDF and Rolls Royce) to demonstrate that  globally 
exportable technologies can be home grown.   
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Cultivating World Leading Sectors  
Step Change required to achieve 
world-class cluster 
 

 Recognition of the fundamental role Nuclear South West has in supporting and growing the UK civil and defence nuclear 
industry. Nuclear South West to support the creation of the Nuclear Sector Deal.  

 

In the pipeline / under development 
 

 NSW gaining national recognition – and collaborating successfully with other national nuclear organisations and clusters. 

Established   Nuclear SW – secure industry led sector collaborating efficiently and effectively with academia/ skills providers/ business  
support/ LEPs and Local Authorities across the entire SW geography 

 Developing and exporting IP (patents etc.) 
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Strategic Approach 

 

Responding to Industrial Strategy Questions:   How can the 
Government and industry help sectors come together to identify 
the opportunities for a ‘sector deal’ to address – especially where 
industries are fragmented or not well defined? How can the 
Government ensure that ‘sector deals’ promote competition and 
incorporate the interests of new entrants? How can the 
Government and industry collaborate to enable growth in new 
sectors of the future that emerge around new technologies and 
new business models? 

The production of nuclear energy around the world is growing as countries look for secure, 
reliable and affordable energy sources that do not contribute to climate change. In the UK, 
the nuclear energy sector is undertaking a huge science and engineering effort to extend 
the lives of its unique fleet of Advanced Gas-Cooled Reactors (AGRs), planning and building 
a new generation of lightwater reactors, decommissioning the legacy of the world’s 
earliest nuclear power programme, while facing a workforce of highly experienced experts 
rapidly approaching retirement. The scale of the effort to train the scientists and engineers 
and then to deliver this programme is unprecedented. The South West is recognised as a 
cluster for nuclear expertise, similar to that around Sellafield in the North West, and is thus 
well positioned to play a significant role in this renewal. NSW regional excellence is of truly 
global relevance. It is not predicated on the construction of any one nuclear power station 
in the UK, and as such the potential developments at Hinkley and Oldbury are further 
elements of this expertise, not the central components. 
 
Nuclear South West is an Industry led cluster supported by an extensive range of local 
stakeholders including the SW Local Enterprise Partnerships, Local Authorities, HEI’s, Skills 
providers and business support agencies. It has developed firm partnerships and links with 
national nuclear organisations including the NIA, NSAN, NAMRC, NDA and NNL. The NIA 
utilises NSW to engage with SW based nuclear businesses. Nuclear South West has also 
instigated collaborative activity with other UK based nuclear clusters including CoNE, 
Britain’s Energy Coast Business Cluster, East of England Energy Group and the Welsh 
Government’s Nuclear Forum. Key outcomes of the cluster of cluster activity includes the 
sharing of knowledge and good practice and ensuring that collectively we play to our 
geographical strengths in terms of developing the nuclear sector for UKPLC.  
 
The Heart of the South West LEP negotiated a sector deal with Government in 2014 that 
delivered a number of cross departmental initiatives to access economic opportunities 
from Hinkley. These interventions pump-primed activity that are now delivering significant 
outcomes and include HPC Supply Chain support that has seen local businesses win in 
excess £400M of contracts. The Hinkley Deal also served to lever in additional funds via 
successive Growth Deals.  
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Firm foundations are in place to support the nuclear sector, but accelerated targeted 
delivery is required if the £500Bn prize is to be achieved for the SW Economy. A Nuclear 
South West City Deal that supported the key areas of infrastructure / Skills & Innovation 
and supported SME’s to grow within the Nuclear Sector would ensure that the SW became 
a key driver of the UK’s industrial renaissance.  
 
The key request of Government is to ensure that NSW has a seat at the table at Nuclear 
Sector Deal negotiations, in recognition of its strengths and capabilities to support 
cultivating a world leading sector.  
 
 
 

 

 

Final April  2017 CM  
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Nuclear South West Strategy Overview 

 

 

 

1. Research and innovation 
 

 Strong linkages with other 
national nuclear activity and 
programmes to support high 
productivity business growth in 
SW, e.g. NNL – Innovus, NAMRC 
& other advanced 
manufacturing catapults. 

 Opportunity to attract R&D led 
inward investment to harness 
regional research capability 

 Transformational supply chain 
challenges to bring more SMEs 
into the supply chain via 
commercialisation of 
technologies (UOB Nucleate 
Programme) 

 Opportunity to attract R&D led 
inward investment to harness 
regional research capability  

 South West Nuclear Hub: 
University of Bristol / Oxford 
Nuclear Research Council  

 SW and Wales Science and 
Innovation Audit demonstrates 
world class nuclear industrial 
expertise 

 

Building Blocks 
 
Strategic Assets 
Civil – Hinkley Point C, 
Oldbury, 
Decommissioning 
Defence – Devonport 
naval dockyard 
 
Globally significant 
organisations 

 EDF Energy 
Generation, Magnox, 
Horizon Nuclear and 
NNB Genco all 
located in SW 

 
Full support from 
local institutions 

 Local authorities 

 Strong cross-LEP 
area working 

 World class HE and 
innovation institutes 

 Innovative 
companies 

 
Track record of 
delivery 

 National College for 
Nuclear 

 Energy & Innovation 
Centre 

 Joint Inward 
Investment  

 Weston College 
Future Technology 
Centre & NSETC, 
National Composites 
Centre, Bristol & 
Bath Science Park 

7 Enterprise Zones / 

Areas 

 

 
High skills base 

 Globally significant 
advanced 
engineering 
capability already in 
the SW 

 
Outstanding natural 
and cultural 
environment 

 Significant asset to 
attract and retain 
high quality people 
 

2. Developing skills 
 
 Create capacity to deliver in 

excess 5,000 nuclear engineers 
by 2022 to support SW activity 
including nuclear. 

 Need for stronger technical / 
vocational curriculum at 14-19  

 Ongoing revenue and capital 
support for relevant projects, 
especially at early stages of 
development. 

 HPTA as an innovative/ bespoke 
solution to support large 
infrastructure projects has the 
potential to be considered 
exemplar and rolled out to 
other regions. 

 Driving up social mobility and 
linking to Opportunity Areas  

 National College for Nuclear 

 Hinkley Point Training Agency 
(HPTA): developing innovative 
skills provision to support 
construction of HPC 

 EDF Inspire Programme 

 

4. Supporting businesses: 
start & grow 
 Encourage increased and 

sustainable nuclear business 
start-ups by establishing 
enterprise programmes and 
competitions.  

 Utilisation of innovative 
business support for specific 
civil and defence nuclear 
activity 
 

 Revenue funding secured for 
first 3 years support of the 10 
year NNB project. 

 Limited outreach from NAMRC 
(Fit for Nuclear Programme) 

 Somerset Energy & Innovation 
Centre: operational & 
expanding, , Hive @ 21EA, 
Futurespace 

 Supply chain development 
programme to help SMEs 
access the opportunities 

 

5. Improving procurement 
 
 Develop large-scale prime-led 

supply chain opportunities for 
SMEs:  challenge funding 

 Utilise SW Expertise within the 
Defence supply chain 
(Abbeywood) to strengthen 
alignment between national 
and local procurement.  

 Increased integration of 
national procurement and 
account management with NSIP 
based / location based offer, 
with close working between 
DIT, BEIS and Local Partner 
Agencies / Business Clusters 
 
 

 

 
 
 Bespoke supply chain support in 

place to bring more locally 
based/ UK SMEs into the 
nuclear supply chain 

 
 
 

 
6. Encouraging trade & inward 
investment 

 Confidence to mitigate post-
Brexit concerns & withdrawal 
from Euroatom. 

 Dedicated DIT resources to 
maximise trde and investment 
potential of SW Nuclear cluster 

 Utilise strategic / local leads for 
account management. 

 
 Secure and marketable  

 Untapped export opportunities. 

 Primes / OEMs multi-
dimensional relationships. 

 Strong relationship with 
developers & Tier 1s. 

 Excellent Cluster knowledge 
 

 ‘No-wrong-door’ investor 
approach. 

 Dedicated support for new and 
growing investors. 

 Raising overseas profile. 
JV support mechanism. 

 Creation of NSW Brand 

 

7. Delivering affordable 
energy & clean growth 
 Use the SW cluster to realise 

the potential to develop an 
SMR prototype 

 Fully utilising the opportunity of 
decommissioning to develop 
and enhance processes and 
techniques across the wider 
sector, using the South West as 
one of a national structure of 
decommissioning exemplars for 
the UK nuclear sector. 

 Advanced engineering cluster + 
nuclear new build = 
opportunities in other clean 
energy development 

 Licensed sites and 
manufacturing R&D capability 
for SMR development & 
construction 

 HPC: UK’s first nuclear new 
build. Early adopter advantage 
and learning to support 
successor NNB projects. 
 
 
 
 

 

9. Driving growth across the 
whole country 
 Work with Government and 

other partners to use SW 
nuclear cluster as a test bed for 
opportunities elsewhere 

 
 
 

 Developing hub and spoke 
provision and support from 
national catapults and other 
R&D and Industry led initiatives 

 
 
 

 Nuclear SW – secure Industry 
led cluster covering the 
peninsula and S Wales. 
 

 

A globally 

significant 

pioneering 

nuclear 

cluster 

delivering 

productivity-

led  

sustainable 

growth for 

the south 

west and UK 

 Step change 
required to achieve 
world-class cluster 

 In the pipeline / 
under development 
 

 Established  
 

 

3. Upgrading infrastructure 
 

 Secure investment in 
infrastructure to underpin new 
nuclear productivity-led growth 
in the South West. Connectivity 
to rest of UK and internationally 
& 5G. 

 Create capacity to handle 
pressure on supply of 
construction skills and material 

 Bringing forward the Huntspill 
Enterprise Zone and other 
complementary priority areas – 
including Junction 21 
professional services EA, Bristol 
& Bath Science Park and Temple 
Quarter Enterprise Zone. 

 Phase 3 of the SEIC  

 Assuring fit for purpose housing 
to align with economic growth. 

 M5 Junction Improvements 

 Railway stations upgrades 

 Integrated housing strategy 

 Superfast broadband 
connectivity 

 Ports and Airports 
 

 
8. Cultivating world-leading 
sectors 

 Increased national recognition 
of strength of SW Nuclear 
sector and the value it brings to 
the whole UK offer required 

 
 

 NSW gaining national 
recognition – and is 
collaborating successfully with 
other national nuclear 
organisations and clusters. 
 

 Nuclear SW – secure industry 
led sector collaborating 
efficiently and effectively with 
academia/ skills providers/ 
business support/ LEPs and 
Local Authorities across the 
entire SW geography 

 Developing and exporting IP 
(patents etc.) directly/ indirectly 
relating to sector. 
 

 

10. The right institutions, 
bring together sectors & 
places 
 UK-wide strategic approach to 

maximise the contribution the 
SW makes to overall UK new 
nuclear offer 

 
 

 Plans for Somerset University in 
development and Weston 
College and University College 
Weston 

 SGS College links with Berkeley 

 Dorset Innovation Park 

 Oldbury  
 

 Industry-led Nuclear South 
West sector organisation. 

 Hinkley Strategic Development 
Forum 

 National College for Nuclear 

 HPTA – Delivering NNB focussed 
skills across the Training 
provider network 

 


